
Fluffy baby wrap(blanket) 

Reversible baby bib  

Handkerchief 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・Made from Japanese knit fabrics from wa-knit textile 

・The double gauze fabric used are also 100% cotton made in Japan 

(if organic gauze is used, this is stated in the description accompanying the product)    

・May shrink due to washing 

・Dry without delay 

・Tumble drying should be avoided 

・Please note that distortion may occur due to differences in shrinkage between the knit fabric and the double gauze after washing, but this is a characteristic of 

the fabric (shape and dry immediately after washing) 

・Dark-coloured gauze may fade in wash, it should be washed alone or with other items of the same colour 

・When ironing the embroidered parts, please apply a cloth to the embroidered parts 

・Ensure that the strings do not catch on or tangle with the child’s fingers （string-tie type reversible baby bib） 

・Please note that products using snaps may be at risk of accidental ingestion if they come off 

・Please note that excessive force when wearing the baby bib can damage the fabric  

・If any skin problems are observed, please stop using 

・Please note that this is a handmade product and there may be individual differences 
 

 

  

Cotton 100% 
Made in Japan 

Don‘t bleach 
Machine washable 

Warm iron 



Fluffy sweat-absorbent pad  

Neck wraps to keep the neck cooler 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・Made from Japanese knit fabrics from wa-knit textile 

・The double gauze fabric used are also 100% cotton made in Japan 

(if organic gauze is used, this is stated in the description accompanying the product)    

・May shrink due to washing 

・Dry without delay 

・Tumble drying should be avoided 

・Please note that distortion may occur due to differences in shrinkage between the knit fabric and the double gauze after washing, but this is a characteristic of 

the fabric (shape and dry immediately after washing) 

・Dark-coloured gauze may fade in wash, it should be washed alone or with other items of the same colour 

・When ironing the embroidered parts, please apply a cloth to the embroidered parts 

・When using with refrigerant, be careful not to overcool for long periods of time  

・Please note that products using snaps may be at risk of accidental ingestion if they come off 

・Please note that excessive force when wearing the baby bib can damage the fabric  

・If any skin problems are observed, please stop using 

・Please note that this is a handmade product and there may be individual differences 
 

 

Cotton 100% 
Made in Japan 

Don‘t bleach 
Machine washable 

Warm iron 


